
All the gestures and advice
to consume less ! ADVICE

Behavior: Drive at reasonable speed and 
avoid aggressive driving.
Every time you accelerate and brake suddenly, 
your engine consumes more fuel and produces 
more CO2.

Speed: Change gear as soon as possible 
when you accelerate.
The highest gear saves the most fuel.

Anticipation: Force yourself to anticipate.
Watch out for the traffic ahead of you as far as 
possible to avoid useless acceleration and sudden 
braking.

Start: Drive as soon as you start your 
engine and turn it off when you park for more  
than a minute.
Modern engines allow you to drive as soon as you 
start the car and therefore help decrease your 
fuel consumption.

Load: Take all useless objects off your vehicle.
Extra weight and air resistance force your 
engine to work harder and increases the fuel 
consumption.

A.C.: Don’t use Air Conditioning excessively.
Unnecessary use can increase fuel consumption 
and emit more CO2.

Pumping: We check your tyre pressure and 
pump them if needed.
Well-inflated tyres = fuel saved.
Well-inflated and good quality tyres can reduce 
your fuel consumption by reducing the friction 
area.

Fluid levels check: We check your car’s 
fluid levels and top it up or change it if needed.
Fluid levels checked regularly = fuel saved.
A well-lubricated engine does not need a lot of 
energy to set the different pieces in motion and 
therefore consumes less fuel.

GESTURES

 

PRODUITS

TOTAL EXCELLIUM fuel stands apart for its 
selection of performance additives, added 
in exactly the right amounts. Each additive 
has a specific function. Working together, 
they fight dirt and help to protect your 
engine. A clean engine: emits less CO2, 
maintains its performance, consumes less 
and lasts longer.

TOTAL QUARTZ engine oils meet the strict 
requirements of major manufacturers. 
TOTAL QUARTZ 9000 5W40, with its 
exceptional anti-friction properties, reduces 
the fuel consumption.


